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ABSTRACT 

Uncertainty is nothing but not knowing what lies ahead of any human, it is not knowing the 

future. Uncertainty is a very subjective, cognitive experience. Uncertainty can be caused due 

to an “unpredictability” of the future, unpredictability of the consequences of an action, and 

awaited result, mostly wherever a risk lies. Defense Mechanisms are projective techniques, 

they work at more of an unconscious state of mind. They are automatic in nature. They are 

used to protect the ego and lessen the anxiety of individual. The present paper aims to study 

the relationship between Intolerance of Uncertainty and Defense Styles. Both these variables 

are an integral part of our daily lives and are brought to use unconsciously. The common 

mediators between the two are Anxiety and Worry. Both uncertainty and defenses are highly 

subjective and cannot be precisely measured, thus, this study aims to narrow down and 

characterize the defense styles that come into play at different levels of uncertainty. The 

samples size of the study was 102 Young Adults. The tools used for the conduction of this 

study were Intolerance of Uncertainty Scale short version (IUS 12) by Carleton, Norton and 

Asmundson (2007) and the Defense Style Questionnaire 40 (DSQ 40) by Andrews, Singh, & 

Bond (1993). Mean, SD and Pearson’s Correlation were used for the statistical analysis of all 

variables present. A strong positive correlation was found between Neurotic, Immature 

defense styles and Intolerance of uncertainty, and a weak negative correlation was found 

between Positive defense style and Intolerance of uncertainty. Minute gender differences 

were also noted. 
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ncertainty is experienced by every individual and none can escape. Uncertainty is 

nothing but not knowing what lies ahead of any human, it is not knowing the future. 

Uncertainty is a very subjective, cognitive experience. It is the cause and maintaining 

factors of many aspects and disorders. Such as, anxiety and depression. It is a very common 

phenomena & one of the biggest influences on an individual’s daily functioning. Everyone 

faces uncertainty, some to a greater extent than others, but every individual is encountered 

with it. Uncertainty can be caused due to an “unpredictability” of the future, unpredictability 

of the consequences of an action, and awaited result, mostly wherever a risk lies. 
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Uncertainty functions at all levels of consciousness of the human mind. Uncertainty can be 

unnerving and may cause a lot of impatience in people. However, some people find not 

knowing what lies ahead exciting. These different perceptions of uncertainty can be referred 

to as the intolerance of uncertainty. The intolerance level of uncertainty shows the capacity of 
an individual of how well they deal with it. 

 

Carleton characterizes Uncertainty as the "a person's affinity to encounter fright brought 

about by the shortfall of data out of one’s awareness or purpose of handling" (Carleton, 

2007). 

 

Buhr and Dugas (2009) refer to IU as rises through negative emotions stemming from the 

fear of unknown/ uncertainty and the its proneness to act put/ react negatively. 

 

Intolerance of uncertainty or IU was first defined in the context of the generalized anxiety 

disorder, it was one of the major maintaining factors it. 

 

The model of cognitive behavior in context with Generalized Anxiety Disroder (Dugas et. al, 

1998) throws light on the role of uncertainty in maintaining anxiety. This model suggests that 

Intolerance of Uncertainty helps to understand the gap between one’s view of threat and the 

actual probability of danger/ threat. Intolerance of Uncertainty rises a series of emotions of 

“What if’s” 

 

Herbert and Dugas (2019) updated the model and made IU the central focus, in which they 

inferred the negative consequences of uncertainty as feelings of anxiety, worry regarding 

negative consequences in the future and constantly trying to control the outcomes. 

  

There exists a relation between intolerance of uncertainty and anxiety, which was partially 

mediated by worry and rumination was the mediator between depressive symptoms and 

intolerance of uncertainty. (Yook, Kim, Suh, 2010) 

 

Time and Time again, researches have correlated anxiety with the fear of “unknown”. (Dugas 

& Robichaud, 2007) Individuals find worrying and acting out on possibilities to be a coping 

mechanism in response to their uncertainty. Worrying is the most common consequence of 

the same. 

 

Worrying helps in foreseeing possible outcomes and prediction of the future which is 

negative in nature, thinking about the worst possible outcome and planning according to it 

gives people a sense of control over the unforeseeable outcome/ future. 

 

With the rise in anxiety and stress, people automatically function and use different defenses 

to protect their ego and calm their anxiety. In a way defenses are used to lessen the issues and 

is a filter of the amount of worry and anxiety faced by any individual. 

 

People with anxiety have been seen to have higher intolerance to uncertainty.  

 

Psychodynamic. Theory of anxiety believed that anxiety arose.due to a dispute between the id 

and Ego. Freud (1920) gave distinction between types of anxieties namely automatic anxiety 

and signal anxiety. 
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In automatic anxiety the ego is seen to be overwhelmed due to a threatful situation whereas in 

a signal anxiety is activated by the feeling that a threatful situation is about to happen and 

putting coping strategies into place. 

 
Freud found individuals to be concerned with avoiding the feelings of avoiding anxiety at all 

costs. This is where the concept of ‘ego”defense mechanisms’ arose. Defense Mechanisms 

are projective techniques, they work at more of an unconscious state of mind. They are 

automatic in nature. They are used to protect the ego and lessen the anxiety of individual. 

 

After Sigmund Freud, some major mechanisms were highlighted and further studied by Anna 

Freud (1946) 

 

Another significant name that is seen to have a major impact in the study of defenses is 

George Vaillant. He describes defense mechanisms as unconscious responses to sudden 

stress. 

 

The four-tiered hierarchical model (Vaillant, 1977) gives four styles of defenses. It measures 

defenses on a spectrum of maturity which corresponds to a spectrum of maladaptive to 

adaptive behavior; immature, neurotic and mature. 

 

Mature Defense Styles are said to share a healthy relationship with reality. Wherein one is in 

touch with his/her reality even though it maybe a little unpleasant. There is acceptance and 

acknowledgement of it. These styles look to lessen the intensity of the pain/anxiety and 

transformed into less frightening forms. Some major mature defense styles include: 

1. Sublimation: It is when one’s feelings and energy towards a specific thing is 

transformed and used for a better healthier task to shift focus. 

2. Suppression: Trying not to focus on the current anxiety causing source, there is 

awareness of the presence of the feeling but is avoided. 

3. Altruism: engaging in activities that help other people, more likely of the similar 

problem as one’s own, helps one to overcome their negative feelings 

 

Immature Defense Styles are unhealthy ways of coping and they usually disregard the reality 

and negative emotion than an individual is feeling. There is no awareness or 

acknowledgement of the negative emotion or anxiety the individual is being faced with. 

Some of the major immature/ image distorting defense mechanisms are as follows: 

1. Acting out: Over engaging in activities, overreacting, strong display of emotions to 

hide ones actual feelings. 

2. Denial: Non acceptance of the reality, avoidance of hurtful feelings and events by 

pretending that it is false and does not exist. 

3. Regression: Engaging in childlike behavior or inappropriate to one’s age. 

4. Projection: Assigning one’s own feelings, habits and attitudes to the other person 

being communicated with. 

 

Neurotic Defense Mechanisms are short term coping mechanisms and might cause damage in 

the long run of the individuals life. These mechanisms are used to keep potentially 

threatening ideas out of one’s awareness. Following are some of the major Neurotic defense 

mechanisms 

1. Controlling: constant attempt of altering and controlling situations and outcomes 

around an individual so as to control anxiety and worry. 
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2. Displacement: It’s the redirection of the emotion onto something or someone else. It’s 

the most common with the emotions of anger and frustration 

3. Rationalization: Providing justifications for unjust actions or feelings to avoid 

negative emotions. 
4. Reaction Formation: Adopting the action opposite to one’s true feelings and 

dismissing them 

5. Repression: complete dismissal of one’s feeling out of the conscious mind, 

6. Intellectualization: No emotional approach and using only facts and intellectual 

information to counter an event. 

 

Every individual uses different combinations of defense mechanisms to cope with their 

stressors and anxiety caused by uncertainty and unpredictability of events. 

 

Manavipour, Dakhili, Golshani (2013) investigated whether immature defense mechanisms 

were a predictor of mental health and its relation with quality of life. a significant positive 

relation between mental health and the mechanisms of immature defense style including 

rationalization, projection, omnipotence, acting out, somatization, autistic fantasy, passive 

aggression, and displacement was noted in the results. 
 

Individuals with hypertension at work showed more defense mechanisms and predominant 

use of neurotic level mechanisms, and a more developed ability for reflection upon their 

feelings. (Pervichko and Zinchenko, 2014) 
 

This paper aims to explore the relationship between defense mechanisms and uncertainty. 

Uncertainty and Defenses are very common variables that are faced and used in an in 

individuals life on a daily basis. It happens unconsciously and not much attention has been 

drawn towards these two variables under the same light. This study aims to acknowledge the 

importance and relation between the two factors and how it affects our daily living.  
 

There have been limited number of researches in this area. Despite these factors being=a part 

of our daily lives, the two variables have not been studied together much.  

 

The variable of defense styles is a projective technique and is difficult to accurately pin point, 

only a broad general pattern can be studied because of the subjectivity of the variable.  

 

There is lack of research in explaining the implications of the variables together and there is 

indirect limited literature to spot out the correlation between IU and defense styles. 

 

It can be drawn from the researches done on the given matter, that uncertainty has a link with 

anxiety. These variables are seen to share a direct relationship i.e. higher the uncertainty 

higher will be the feeling of anxiousness, similarly, lower the uncertainty lower will be the 

feeling of anxiousness (Carleton et. al, 2012)  

 

The effects of uncertainty, however, does not stop at experiencing the feelings of 

anxiousness. Think of our responses and feelings as they were domino’s. Just like one 

domino falls after the other, uncertainty creates a chain reaction in us. Thus, there are many 

other responses that are seen/experienced along with anxiousness or the result of anxiousness 

as a response caused by uncertainty. Individuals poorly tolerating uncertainty are noticed to 

be more fearful of making mistakes (Nevalainen et.al. 2012). Intolerance of uncertainty is 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1877042814024239#!
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1877042814024239#!
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positively correlated to said experiential permeability and shares a strong association with 

rigidity and superficial (Fergus & Rowatt, 2013) 

 

It has also been seen that people higher on IU consume more of alcohol as it is a worry 
related risk factor and was and alcohol consumption motivator. (Kraemer, McLeish, 

O’Bryan, 2015) 
 

Moving on to our next domino piece, responses to the feelings of anxiousness. When feeling 

of anxiousness or perceived threat arise, we rush to protect ourselves from potential harm or 

distasteful feelings/ thoughts for which we use defenses which may be healthy or unhealthy. 

Waqas et. al. (2015) conducted a research pertaining to defense mechanisms and it’s relation 

with anxiety, depression, and academic performance of 409 medical students. It was seen that 

there was a very significant correlation between all these variables.  
 

Individuals with hypertension at work showed more defense mechanisms and predominant 

use of neurotic level mechanisms, and a more developed ability for reflection upon their 

feelings. (Pervichko, & Zinchenko, 2014)  
 

In a study conducted to understand the relevance of coping life satisfaction in predicting 

undergraduates’ depression, anxiety, and stress (Mahmoud et. al., 2012), maladaptive coping 

styles were seen to be the major predictors of anxiety, depression and stress.  
 

Immature and neurotic defense styles have been strongly correlated with feelings of lower 

self-worth and esteem. (Treger et. al., 2015; Cramer, 2018) 

 

METHODOLOGY  

Aim:  

To study the relationship between Intolerance of uncertainty and Defense Styles in Young 

Adults.  

 

Objectives 

1. To study Intolerance of Uncertainty among young adults 

2. To study Defense Styles among and young adults 

3. To categorize defense styles as per different levels of uncertainty 

 

Sample 

The sample for the current study was gathered from Delhi NCR. The participants of this 

study were young adults (18-25). Young adults comprised of college and school going 

students from different colleges majorly with some who had just started working. The study 

had a total of 102 participants. There were 63 female and 39 male respondents. All 102 

participants were asked to fill the self-report measure questionnaire to the best of their 

knowledge and their details will be kept confidential. 

 

Research Design  

This research adopts a correlational research design and studies two variables 

 

Variables: 

1. Independent Variable: Intolerance of Uncertainty  

2. Dependent Variable: Defense styles 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1877042814024239#!
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1877042814024239#!
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Tools 

There were 2 tools used for the purpose of this study. The tools used were Intolerance of 

• Uncertainty; IUS- 12 (Carleton, Norton and Asmundson, 2007) and  

• Defense Style Questionnaire; DSQ-40 (Andrews, Singh, & Bond, 1993).  

 

Intolerance of Uncertainty – Short version (IUS 12) 

The IUS12 is a shortened version of Intolerance of uncertainty scale which was initially of 27 

items. This shortened version was devised by Carleton, Norton and Asmundson (2007). This 

scale consists of 12 items and adopts a 5-point likert scale where in 1 is ‘not at all my 

characteristic’ and 5 is ‘entirely my characteristic’.  

Items are scored from 1 to 5. The lowest possible score is 12 and the highest possible score is 

60 

 

Higher Score on this scale indicated higher intolerance of uncertainty, and the other end 

indicated lower intolerance to uncertainty/ tolerance to certainty.  

 

Reliability: Highly correlated with the original 27 item scale (r = 0.96, p < 0.001) 

Validity: Little or No loss of construct validity due to item reduction from IUS 27 ( all Z’s <0.76) 

 

Defense Style Questionnaire 40 

The DSQ40 is the shortened version of Defense Style Questionnaire which has 88 items. This 

shortened version is a self-administrative questionnaire developed by Andrews, Singh, & 

Bond (1993). It consists a total of 40 items. This scale adopts a 9 point likert scale where 1 is 

strongly disagree and 9 is strongly agree. 

 

This questionnaire measures a total of 20 defenses and 3 major defense styles, namely, 

mature style, immature style and neurotic style.  

 

Reliability: Test- Retest reliability ranged from 0.70 to 0.91 

 

Procedure 

IUS 12 and DSQ 40 were administered on the participants of the study (102 Young Adults). 

The scoring was done as per the norms of their respective manuals.  Statistical analysis was 

done, and correlations were calculated. The analyzed data was then interpreted, and 

conclusions were made.  

 

Rationale 

Uncertainty and Defenses are an integral part of our lives. Both of these variables are brought 

into play on a daily basis unconsciously.  

 

There has been minimal research linking the two. The purpose of this paper is to study the 

relationship between intolerance to uncertainty and defenses. It aims to categorize the 

defenses at different levels of uncertainty. It envisions that through this research unhealthy 

mechanisms and the impact of uncertainty can be spotted and the further measures or ways 

can be developed into changing behaviour patterns into more healthier terms.  

 

RESULT TABLE  

To study the variables of this study, the results have been analyzed by the use of mean, 

standard deviation, frequency and Pearson’s Correlation.  

The findings are discussed further.  
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Table 1: Mean of the variables in young adults 

Variable  Gender N Mean Std. Deviation 

Intolerance of Uncertainty Male 39 38.05            8.64 

Female 

Total 

63 

102 

38.76 

38.49                 

 7.66     

 8.02       

Mature Defense Style Male 39 76.85           10.98 

 

 

 

Immature Defense Style 

 

 

 

Neurotic Defense Style 

Female 

Total 

 

Male 

Female  

Total 

 

Male 

Female 

Total 

63  

102 

 

39 

63 

102 

 

39 

63 

102 

71.84 

73.75   

 

113.56 

115.30    

114.64    

 

44.18 

44.56 

44.41              

11.48 

11.5 

 

23.35 

23.86 

23.56 

 

9.1 

8.5 

8.69 

 

Table 4.2 Pearson’s Correlation between variables 

Variable  Pearson’s Correlation  

IU & Mature Defense Style 

 

IU & Immature Defense Style  

 

IU & Neurotic Defense Style       

-0.22 

 

0.46 

 

0.48 

 

DISCUSSION  

Carleton defines Uncertainty as the fear of unknown i.e., “an individual’s propensity to 

experience fear caused by the perceived absence of information at any level of consciousness 

or point of processing” (Carleton, 2007). The state of being uncertain is seen to be subjective 

in nature, it is a mental state and a cognitive experience which differs among individuals than 

something that can be measured or perceived in an objective manner. Different perceptions of 

uncertainty can be referred to as the intolerance of uncertainty. The level of intolerance of 

uncertainty shows the capacity of an individual of how well they deal with it. Intolerance of 

Uncertainty can be defined as “an individual’s dispositional incapacity to endure the aversive 

response triggered by the perceived absence of salient, key, or sufficient information, and 

sustained by the associated perception of uncertainty.” (Carleton, 2007). 

 

The concept of “intolerance of uncertainty” (Lei et. al, 2020) emerges from anxiety-related 

studies. Anxiety is fueled by increase in the level of uncertainty of an individual. 

 

Anxiety is maintained by higher uncertainty level’s in an individual’s life. It is human nature 

to want to avoid unpleasant situations and having control over one’s life events. Uncertainty 

makes an individual feel a sense of lack of control, leading them to worry about what is to 

come. 

 

This can be seen through various researches that have been conducted over the past years. 

The study conducted by Muragad had reported a positive correlation between worry and 

intolerance of uncertainty. A similar result can be seen through the research of Alizadeh, 
Hasanzade, and Mahmood in the year 2016 which also reported high positive correlation 
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between worry and intolerance of uncertainty. In a study conducted by Yoo, Kim and Lee in 

2010 it was seen that worry was the mediator of uncertainty and anxiety. Chen (2018) also 

reported an elevation in anxiety levels as a contribution of uncertainty. 

 
Defense Mechanisms are projective techniques, they work at more of an unconscious state of 

mind. They are automatic in nature. They are used to protect the ego and lessen the anxiety of 

individual. They were firstly introduced by Sigmund Freud and then they were further studied 

on. 

 

Defense mechanisms or styles are broadly categorized as mature, immature and neurotic 

defense styles. 

 

Mature Defense Styles are said to share a healthy relationship with reality. Wherein one is in 

touch with his/her reality even though it maybe a little unpleasant. There is acceptance and 

acknowledgement of it. These styles look to lessen the intensity of the pain/anxiety and 

transformed into less frightening forms. 

 

Immature Defense Styles are unhealthy ways of coping and they usually disregard the reality 

and negative emotion than an individual is feeling. There is no awareness or 

acknowledgement of the negative emotion or anxiety the individual is being faced with. 

Neurotic Defense Mechanisms are short term coping mechanisms and might cause damage in 

the long run of the individuals life. 

 

The aim of this study was to examine the relationship between Intolerance of Uncertainty and 

Defense Styles in Young Adults. The Population of this study consisted of 102 participants in 

which 63 were female and 39 were male, all falling in the age group of 18-25. 

 

The tools used for the purpose of this research were IUS- 12 (Carleton, Norton and 

Asmundson, 2007) and DSQ-40 (Andrews, Singh, & Bond, 1993). 

 

Intolerance of Uncertainty was seen to be mostly high in the population of this study 41.17 

percent i.e., 42 participants out of 103 participants scored high on uncertainty. 

 

Higher Intolerance of Uncertainty implies that exposure to even a little uncertain event or 

unknown experience would spark a strong response in the individual, leading them to worry 

excessively and giving rise to anxiety. 

 

46 percent of the males scored higher on intolerance of uncertainty and 38 percent of the 

females scored higher on intolerance of uncertainty while the latter of the population were 

moderately intolerant towards uncertainty. 

 

Female Participants were seen to be more tolerant to uncertainty contrary to what most 

researches have quoted. In a research conducted by Doruk and Ersoz (2015) it was seen that 

women were more intolerant to the fear of unknown in a non-clinical sample of young adults. 

According to Buhr and Dugas (2009) IU rises through negative feelings of uncertainty/ fear 

of unknown which involves the tendency to react negatively on an emotional, cognitive, and 

behavioral level. 

 

Defense styles can be referred to as clusters of defense mechanisms on a spectrum of 

maturity (Vaillant, 2007) 
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There is no one defense style that is adopted by individuals, it is a mix of all the defense 

styles. 

 

74 percent of the population sample was seen to highly adopt mechanisms of the mature style 
and 54 percent of the population was seen to adopt the neurotic styles and in the least 

proportion was the immature defense style, only 32 percent of the population highly adopted 

this style. Neurotic and Immature defense styles are overlapping in nature. 

 

There was a significant difference between the adoption of mature styles between females 

and males. 

 

Higher score on mature style of defenses show that the population of this research took a 

more healthy, grounded coping mechanisms in their lives, like humor, sublimation etc. 

 

54 percent of the population scored high on neurotic defense styles which indicates that the 

individuals. Neurotic styles typically include defenses which are consistent of keeping 

potentially threatening ideas, memories, fears out of one’s awareness. These may include use 

of excessive controlling, displacement, intellectualization and so on. 

 

These defenses often manifest as phobias, compulsions, somatizations, and amnesias. In 

contrast to the lower level defenses, these defenses tend to make those who employ them 

more uncomfortable than those who observe them. 

 

87 percent of the male population were seen to highly adopt the mature style of defense and 

58 percent of the male population was seen to highly engage in neurotic style of defense. 

Only 33.34 percent of the male population was seen to adopt the immature defense style. This 

indicates that in the sample of this study of young adults the male population engaged in 

more healthy coping mechanisms in a combination of neurotic defenses such as control, 

displacement and so on. 

 

Looking over to the female participants of this study, it has been noted that around 66.67 

percent of the females highly used the mature style of defense and 52.38 percent of the 

women were seen to adopt the neurotic style of defense. As for the immature style of defense, 

it was seen that 31.75 percent of the female population engaged in the immature style of 

defense. 

 

The results of both the genders were seen to be somewhat similar, however males were seen 

to engage in more healthy ways of coping. 

 

Correlation between both the variables i.e., intolerance of uncertainty and defense styles was 

calculated using the Pearson’s Correlation. 

 

A weak negative correlation of -0.22 was found between IU and matured defense styles 

indicating that higher intolerance of uncertainty would lead to slight drop in the use of mature 

defense styles. A moderately strong correlation was seen between IU and immature defense 

style indicating a direct relationship between both the variables i.e. increase in one will 

increase the other. The correlation between IU and immature defense style was 0.46. 
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A similar correlation was noted between IU and neurotic defense style. The correlation 

between IU and neurotic defense style was found to be 0.48 showing a strong positive 

correlation between the two. 

 
Uncertainty can be compared to an allergy. For instance, if you have an allergy or are 

exposed to some particle it causes you to sneeze as an involuntary action so as to feel relief. 

Uncertainty is like the allergy, the reaction to the allergy is feelings of anxiety and worrying 

ruminating and using defense styles are the involuntary coping mechanisms to feel relief 

from the allergy. 

 

Defense mechanisms and uncertainty go hand in hand interlinked with anxiety and feelings of 

fear. 

It has been seen in many researches that rise in anxiety causes one to use lots of defenses. For 

instance, the study conducted by it can be inferred that there is a negative correlation between 

mental health and immature defense styles as studied in the work of Manavipour, Dakhili and 

Golshani (2013). Another supporting argument for the same can be seen through the work of 

Waqas (2015), wherein his study concludes a high correlation between defense mechanisms 

and anxiety and worry. 
 

It has been seen over and over in researchers that higher the intolerance of uncertainty, higher 

is the anxiety and higher the anxiety, maladaptive or more immature defense styles have been 

utilized. 
 

This research has a scope to be further studied in more detail and figure out a plan of action 

so as to cope with uncertainty in the healthiest way. Patterns of defenses can be noted and 

ways to replace unhealthy mechanisms with healthier defense styles can be looked into.  
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